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Beasts pop up at syniphony
Last night's Halloween concert grows into costume party

The number "Danse Infemale" by Igor as Lady Godiva.
Last night's Halloween pops concen by the
The symphony's next concen will be Nov. 21
Hays Symphony Orchestra brought out the best Stravinsky featured An Pranno, instructor of
music, as violin soloist.
featuring Pranno as soloist. O1.her concen dates
- and lhe beasts - or the community.
will be March 1, and April 12, 1992, all in the
Orchestra members
The costume contest was judged in six cateBcac~Schmidt Performing Ans Cenlcr.
and guests participated
gories: best couple, best child, most frightening,
in the Halloween
funkiest, best on;~estra member, most creative Story by
spirit or the concert
and
best in show. Prizes were donal.ed by local
by dressing in cosJuno Ogle
merchants. The Leuhrses judged the contestants.
tume and l.alcing pan
Among the costume contest winners were Jim
in a costume contest
Robert & Chri1tiane Luehrs howl u they holt the Halloween pope
Vequist. audio-visual center director, as a crazed Photos by
during intennission.
concert/co1tume party preaented by the Haya Symphony Orcheatra
nasher; Marie Lyon, Ness City sophomore, as a
Conductor Christine
Thunday evening at the BeacliJSchmidt Perfonniog Art1 Center.
big-footed demon; and Jan Hudzick.i, viola player, Blake V acura
Webber, assistant professor of music, estimated an attendance of
about 600 people far from filling the
Beach/Schmidt Performing Arts Center
- but said she was
pleased with the
turnout.
The idea for last ni~hl's event snowballed as
more people got involved, Webber said. Robert
and Christiane Luehrs, professor of history and
instructor or English, were a large part of the
planning.
"I had dinner with them one evening and mentioned we were having a Halloween pops concen," Webber said. "They got excited. since
they' re into Halloween anyway. They came up
with great ideas." .
Plans went from having the orchestra members
in costume to inviting the audience to dress up
also and to conducting a costume contest,
Webbcr said.
Eerie organ music opened the concert as
colored lights flashed across the stage and
screams echoed through the auditorium. As the
theme from the "Twilight Zone" shifted into the
theme from "2001: A Space Odyssey." the
Leuhrscs, acting as hosts for the evening as a
werewolf couple, and Webber rose on the
orchestra pit. Webber emerging from a coffin as a
vampire.
'Ille Lcuhrscs entcn.ained the audience during
the introduction and intermission with comedy
and ad-libbed during the costume contest as many
of the contestants played up the characters or
their costumes.
Many of the audience members took up the Ghouliee and goblin• made up the performen of the 1991 Halloween pops costume Thundny evening at the Beach/Schmidt Performing Arts Center. Christine
invitation to come in costume, ranging from party performed by the Haya Symphony Orchestra. The orchestra performed Webber, assi!lta.nt professor of mu1ic, is the fint female conductor of the symphony.
clowns. cowboys, animals, cavemen and other
ac;sonmcntc; of characters and creatures.
•
•
Wenda Gooch, Russel sophomore, said she
enjoyed the night's performance. Gooch, a
member of Sigma Alpha Iota music honorary,
was acting as an usher for the evening, but said
she would have aucndcd anyway with her friends.
"We all decided it was a one-time thing we
could all get out to," she said. "It was a pretty
goo<l turnout." .
1nc two-hour concert included an assorunent of
pieces such as the ovenure to "Die Ftcdennaus"
by Johann Strauss: "A Night on Bald Mountain"
by Modest Moussorgslcy, a piece that was used
in Disney's "Fanlasia"; and medleys from "Cais"
and "Star Wars."

Conductor uses concert to achieve Inus1c variety
Robert Martin

It was a night of ghouls and
"I feel that having a pops
goblins as 600 people came out
concert
will offer a different varito hear the Hays Symphony
Orchestra Halloween pops con- . cty of music that will please the
cert. the second concert for audience," she said.
Conductor Christine Webber.
Last night's performance in Webber, who is also assistant vited the audience to come in
professor of music, has already costume. The performers also
set a number of goals for the drc.c;scd in costume.

SGA hopes walk

brightens campus
.Madeline Holler

"Normally, they just
mentioned the areas of concern,"
In an ataempt 10 evaluate safety he said.
.
on campus, the S1udent GovBut this time, he said, the
cmmcnt Association is borrow- senate wlll try to reach a
ing an idea rrom 11uden1 C0111aL1US on p-oblem areas bucd
administtations of'lhe put. •
on input from senators•
They an: planning a lllliYcrsity- cawimenu. In the form cA either
wide wait around rmpa aha a raolution' or a ronna1 maement
hours in 111 effort to !p0C areas on to the ldaiai1cralion, these
campus that are lmardou 10 aa- concerns will be forwarded for
dents waiting Ille. nipc.
action.
While carnpu walk.I are. , Wint llu.s to be the Sbadeats'
nothing new 10 SOA~ Lane,~ of COIICCIL If w.: could
Victonon, ftUdeM body vice reach • COM I of d i e ~
praident. llid Ibis ODe will be it would
- d raent ffl0re
diffaa11..
of
k llid..
"We hope by followias
V-ac.... .W ae dhene
*oucbwitlt..- .... --...1 Rps I · ·-~llaejl'OIIJwiJI
wllo have salted 1rilll Skit . .
el • 1nlk
CCJllteila IICI, . . _ will t,c More _ , . . , . . . 1111 wil llow b
Editor in chief
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symphony. She said she would
like to promote different styles
of music.

Staff Writer
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"The orchestra members were
all fired up and e,i;citcd about I.his
concert," she said.
She said the concert la,t night
was indicative of the traditional
symphony concert that is more
attractive to symphony-goers,
one or the main goats she hopes
to accomplish.
Webber also said she is hop·
ing the symphony will grow to

at leac;t 80 people.
Planning a concert is nothing
new to Webber, I.he first female
conductor of the Hays
Symphony. She was assistant
conductor of Arizona State
University Symphony and
formed her own orchestra to pcrfonn public concerts and recitals.
Webber received her master's
in instrumental music from
ASU in l 988 and is currently a

doctoral candidate there.
She also recently guest-conducted the South Dakota
Symphony Orc~tra.
A native of Nova Scotia. ·
Canada, she began formal music
studies at age 8. She received a
bachelor's in music education
and ham from Acadia University
in Nova Scotia and worked as a
band director in public schools
for five years.

Enhanced admissions

Senate studies qualifications option, to vote. next week
Pam Norris

Staff writer

Student ~nat.e will again debate
the advani.ages of qualified admissions at the six regent~· schools at
the Student Senate meeting next
Thursday.
At la~t nighl's meeting, the
Legislative and Political Action
Committtt introduced a rc!iOlution
that would require students IO meet
cenai n requircmentc; before cntcring
FHSU. The resolution outlined rhe
same re.quircments as the qualified
admi.c;~ioru bill tha( failed last year.
If pac;,,~ nc:u -wttlt. the rcsolutioc, ""OUld call for any high ~hool
graduate under the age of 21 wishing admission to a Kan~~ Regent
institution to meet one of the
folJowin g stipulations:
• Complete the pre-college curriculum Mth I grade point average
of 11 least 2.0 - 4 uniu of
Engli.\h, 3 uniu of math. 3 units o(
social ~ iencc. 3 uniu of ~icnce
and 2 unit.l c:/ foreiRO language:
• Hn-e an Amerian Coltege Test

of 23 or higher.
• lunt in the top o~-third of
lhciT grad1*ing t1lss.

1COrC

The proposal ~nt.ains an ad·
mission window of no more than

15 percent or their tota l student
admissions for those who do not
meet Lhe minimum requirement due
to circumstances beyond their control. The 15 pcrccni tigur<: is not a
set figure.
Similar proposals have met with
opposition at each or Lhc re~cnt
sc hools in the past.
Gram Bannister, student body

special education courses.
Bannister will take the results of
next Thursday's senate meeting 10
the Student Advisory Committee
meeting next month. SAC is made
up of each of the universities·
sUJdcnt body prc..:;idcnts.
Each student body president :it the
meeting will vote on the enhanced
admis.sions policy.

Many argu e that since

\Ve

pay taxes

anyone s hould be able to attend a public
institution.
- -- - - -- - - Grant Bannistu - - - - - - -- Results or their final proposal
prc..~idcnt. said the idea of schools
funded through stale taxes is ofacn will be sent in the form of an
initiative 10 the Board of Regents.
misleading.
"Many argue l.hal since we pay
Bannister said he will vote at the
taxes anyone should be able to
SAC
meeting according 10 the
aa.end a public in.u.itution: he ~id.
student ICN&C's decmon.
FHSU
..My argument is ju~ becau~ we
pay ta~~. doesn't entitle us ro
"Because every student body
eva)1hing the SUie providcs.prc._tidcnt votes accordinii to their
Cc:nain Slandarcls fer a\Y program Student Senate's opinion.I. the iniwith siate support have U> be met tiative we send to the Board of
for ctttain programs. sucli as social Regents docs carry a iood amount
rehabilitated 9ttVkes., wetfare and of infl~.. BlnniSla- said.

If the proposed bill were passed
by Lhe l 992 legislature, the poflcy
would affoct the cl.w of 1997. This
resolution merely makes known to
the Regcnl~ and the state of Kansas
!hat FHSU is prepared to move
forward on this issue.
The three stipulations listed arc
simply guidelines, and they arc
amendable. tr objections to passing
lhc the resolution cent.et around one
or all of the stipulations. a suggested optioo is required.
The ,cnate was al~o given
infonnation on SAC's guidelines
for facu lty evaluations.
The concept that the Board o(
Regent~ shoold develop a uniform
method of fac ulty evaluation that
coold be used at all regents· in.u.itutions wa.c;
i1:Sue at hand. A uniform studen1 evaluation form of
t.eaching effectivenes.1 would al!lO he
a pan of this proposal.
"This propoul would improve
the qU31ity of our educational sysBanni.uer said. J1le purpo,e
u noc. to point fingcn M a 1*i pct·
son, but for developmental put·
~
- It's a great opportunity to
ICC what areas tbcy (the ICaChers)
arc lacking in and help improve
meir overall insuvctioeal perfor-

tem:

mance.·
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Kansas emissions tests imperative

CHOKE THE CttoP
Ignorance of chant demeans culture
Next up, Native Americans - the most

recent group to fall prey to white man's fun.
Relendesa Atlanta Braves fans will continue
attempts to harmonize an unrefined, unmeaningful, unnecessary heller to show support for

- their baseball team's efforts to win the World

Series.
Fans will count the time of the Tomahawk
C~op by waving cheap plastic tomahawks in

what they have construed as proud Indian
fashion. And they a.re doing this despite repeated protests of numerous Native American
groups, who are disgusted and offended with
this shameful disrespect for a culture that
deserves much more.
Naive conceptions about Native Americans,
and stereotypes depicting this ancient culture
as belligerent, are nothing but a blind denegra-

Yesterday, while driving down
Vine Street. I suddenly felt myself
having a need for more oxygen than
I was receiving at the time.
This terrible experience was not
caused by hyperventilation, asthma
or even suffocation (although if felt
that way), it was the most
enonnous and odiferous Cadilac I
had ever seen or smelled.
TnlS t:adlllac, in all of its ritzy,
sparkling-white glory, was spewing
forth the largest amount or black
smoke I have seen coming from a
vehicle or any other industrial
creation.
Driving behind this car for the
few short blocks required before
reaching my home seemed
impossible to me. It reaJly made
me long for the vile smell of
Commerce City, Colo. Even that
would have been a relier.
Though Commerce City and
much or Colorado have pollution
problems, they still cannot defeat
the overbearing power of one
Cadillac in Hays.
As I was following this vehicle,
longing for Denver's brown cloud,
a thought occurred to me. Why
doesn't Kansas have emissions
testing like so many other stale in
the United States'?

Sarah-

Copy
editor
Colorado requires emissions tests
of all its vehicles. Part of this is
due to the pollution's tendency to
bottle up at the Rockies (the cause
of tha1 infamous brown cloud.) But
pan of the regulations arc because
of the simple fact that pollution
harms the environment and the
health of those people fCX'Ced to live
in pollution-filled areas.
Automobiles arc the cause of
nearly half of all carbon monoxide
pollution in the United Swes.
Carbon monoxide contributes
greatly to the greenhouse effect and,
therefore ozone depletion, which
then increases the greenhouse effect,
which then increases ozone
depletion which .•. well, the circle
is obvious.
Besides the ecological effects of
carbon monoxide, there are health
matters lO consider.

Does carbon monoxide poisoning
sound familiar? (I knew it would.)
Maybe its just me, but why would
anyone want to ·avoid regulating a
poison, . especially one that is
odorless, invisible and untraceable
without special tests?
I can see no reason.
After contemplating this concept
for quite some time, I came up with
two possibile reasons for the lack
of emissions testing in Kansas.
The first possibility is that
people in Kansas see no need since
pollution is not as apparent on lhe
Oat, windy plains as it is elsewhere
in the nation.
Colorado requites all vehicles to
be inspected yearly in order to
update lhc vehicles rcgiscration and
renew the license plates.
If the vehicle does not pass, it
cannot legally drive on Colorado
J'tBk

This may seem realistic to the
casual observer because of the
Rocky Mountains and their effect
on the pollution.
But remember that the entire state
has these regulations placed on it,
not just the portions near the
mountains.
Contnry to popular belief, there
is not a 5,000 foot difference in

tion of their rich past. Practicing the Chop

to•

minimalizes a once-proud celebration of brave
warriors.
It is incredible to think the chants and chops

elevation at the Kansas/Colorado
border. In fact, nearly half of
Colorado looks identical to Kansas.
Ir it was not for the informative
signs reading "You are now leaving
Kansas" and "Welcome to Colorful
Colorado," it would be impossible
to tell where one ended and the
other began.
The second possible reason for
the lack of legislation is ignorance
on the part of Kansas legislators.
Since Kansas does not have the
bottling effect of other states, the
problem is not readily obvious to
legislators and, sadly, few of their
constituents ever give them input
about things like wars or droughts,
let alone a little pollution here and
there.
As most of us know. unless
specific problems effect our
politicians' lives or are brought to
their attention by voters in the next
election, nothing will be done.
The benefits of emissions tests
(like being able to drive down the
road and see through the smoke in
front of you) far outweigh the
harms. Especially since the only
hann is to the Cadillac owner who
· has to admit that that $30,000 car
is not all its cracked up to be.

2 '( T LJt--fl;

©

continued after the first signs of protest.
It is even more unbelievable this will con. tinue in a state full of Native Americans who

will be forced to relinquish what little respect
they have gained to the insensitivity of these
ignorant sports fans' pep rally.
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be si«necl, although in

wcne.

-

A few weekends ago, I went
home to sec my family, but Friday
night r decided to go watch a
football game. This was the first
time it bccamc really cVldcnt 10 me
that winter wu approaching. I sat
at the football pmc huddled up in a
blanket with my roes half froun:

tcasOn.

The Univeraity Leader encourage• reader reaponae.
Leuera to the editor ahou.ld not Cltettd 300 word. in
must

This is the time of year where
you walk outside and instantly you
are hit with lhis rush of cold air. Jt
.goes straight through your body and
gives you the shivers.
You bundle up your coat tighter
and walk to clas.1 much quicker than
you did a couple of months ago.
Even though this is still fall.
winter is approaching faster than
normal. We had just better be
prepared, because it could get

still it felt great to get the blood
pumping through lhc veins.
Winta is not all that bad of a

Letter policy
len,th. All l~n

Winter marks time for new start

90ffle

c:ircumatances names may be withheld upon request by

the author or authors.
~ n mu.at inclllde addn:urs and telephone numb.en. Studenta are aalted to induck their hometown a.nd
cleai6cation._ and faculty and rt.a.ff an uked to include
their tide..
The editorial staff' ruervea the n,ht to condenae a.nd
edit~ according to availahl. space and Luderstyle.
PuWication olleuen ia not guaranteed. The Leaderal.o
ftaen"N the right to delete numeroua si,naturea oe a.
letan- iEapace doa
allow fur all nama to appear.

In fact. winter is probably

Theater troupe baa
de6nite director
Dc:.-cditcr:

Aller readin1 I lcuer 10 lhe edilOr
in TOCJday•s University l..eackT
coocemin1 Che peer t.hcatcr troupe
Ti1u by the Tale, I feel lha.t a
iCllpODle

is wsnnled.

Wu there ICbal.lly I "'d.in:dor..
ovcrsecin& the elements of
ret.eanal. prod•clion and
perfo,111..c? ne w..-u ii yes.
_. J . . ._ ·dina.c- ar "alillic:

• ••:•t

valklide.

Crystal Holdren

Staff
_writer_
the best out or all of the four
seasons. Although il is cold. there
is more 10 winter than the
&cmpcraturc.

Winter is a time for closeness in
relationships and snowfalls. ·Also,
it is the season of Christmas, a
time to forgive and be thankful, and
the New Year. a time for resolution
and a new beginning.
When the temperature is cold.
you look for other alternatives for

keeping wann. For instance. you
pick out that special someone and
go cuddle up by a fireplace or any
other warm place. Herc you drink
hot chocolate and reminisce.
Or if you cannot find the right
someone to sit by a fire with, you
get out all the warm winter
swearers you have packed away in
the closcL If you do not have any
sweaters, you go out and buy
some.
My favorite part or winter is the
snowfall. Even though everything
is dead and there is liute life, it is
so beautiful to see lhe sunlight
reflect off the snow.
Suzzette Grimsley, Hays
freshman, said, "My favorite thing
about wintcr is being the first one
up after snowf&JIJ and getting on a
big Ouffy coat and just observing
how clean and pure it is. thcrl go
uomping in iL"
When there is snow on the

LETrERS TO TIIE EDITOR
Re,reaably. due 10 my puuc
us:i5'ant commiunent and a heavy
a::adefflic Joed. I bad 10 rc,ip my
position followin1 our first
pe,fonnance. Fonuna&dy, I left die
group in the very
bads.°'
my amll#IC director. Alan Martin.

Hays ltaior, and Jim Na,eac..
toardinalOf of the drug-alcohol-

wdlne9 netWOrk.
Martin, who iJ prcridcnt ol &be
Fon Hays S&a&e Pia~ brin1s
bee cxpertile 811 aperiencc ID lbe
poap. He wu abo illlvol.ed in
auy of tlle director-relaled

___ ................

lhc flnl performance..
The skits we developed were a
collabonuon o( ideal from all the

multi-talented members or the
improvisational troupe. Tiger by
the Tale wilJ llave a major impea
upon its audiences promoting
messages that are 90 vital 10 the
weD-bm1 d their pcc::rs today, and
at the same time Kt as
repracaucive, of FHSU. I am
. prOlld to baYC bad a part in the
t'oiWlion of M:b M cndeawor.
ShsyleS.Jtobinlon

U.,.r,d ,, . . .

ground, that is when all the activity
begins. People go sledding down
the steepest hillsides, make
snowmen that stand five feet high
or have snowball fights.
Christmas is probably the most
festive time of winter. Families
get together, you get presents. and
you arc thankful for all that you
have in your life. But New Year's
Day is the highlight
E vcryonc celebrates the end of a
year and the start or a great new
year. On New Year's Day, people
make resolutions about things they
did wrong in t.hc past to help the
next year be beucr than the lasL
Although winter does have iu
faults, like bad weather that leads to
icy roads, being snowed in and not
being able to get out. all in all
there is more fun that takes place in
winter than in any other ,ca,on.
Besides, we always get a long
break in winter from 9Chool.

Profeaor submiu
story corrections

Desediur.

Thanks for the nice article on the
training program for county
Just two corra:tions:
• 6S. not 16 counties have
expcsscd i.rncrat in caking l*'t
• caeb c:cuncy ~II be chlrled I
noaung fee, dcpendin1 on the
number ol acbal psticipmcs.

An.Morin.

auinant professor of politcial

.-ce
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E~le Scout niisses oath's intent

. Readers say reasons to exclude atheists~ homosexuals, wo_men fro~ boys group· flawed logic
E.ditor'.s nott:
People who are secure in their moral beEach ofthe followiltg letters to the e(ljtor liefs and aexual identity don't need to tout

is in reference to Christian D O"' s column prejudices d alheists, women or gays.

"Boy Scowts straight man' sworld," ap~·
••• IndefemcofScoutingandthewondcr·
ing on page 2 of the Oct. 22 University ful pcopJo I know it hu produced, I would
uaMr.
liketosaythatnowherein the Boy Sooutoalh
Because of the large vol11mt of letttrs does it say anylhing about prejudice. It is not
reuivMabolllthtopiflion,somepar1sof1he helpful, friendly or couneou.,. Above all,
lerrers were left ow.
prejudice of any kind is not brave. Jn fact.
only the truly courageous can rise above their
Dear editor.
ignorance and fcars.
As an Eagle Seoul, I wan ltd to help clarify the uue purpose of Scouting.
I have worked with die Boy Scouts for
many years, and I have spent a number of
those years with the BSA summer camp
programs. Two of those years I was the
director of the camp's Nature/ECOiogy area.
I have been trained through their National
Camping School. In 1989,I had the honor of
being chosen to be an wistant scouunastcr
for the National Jamboree. Through the
experience that I have gained, I Ce.el it only
just to resurrect the bashed Boy Scouts of

John Lenz

Senal0r fa hwnanities

•••

have been homosexuals in Boy (and Girl)
Scouts for years. Orr has probably met (and
camped) with homo9cxuals and never knew
it.
Contrary_ to popular surcocypc, most
homosexuals can live by a moral code and
are not inclined to rape their bunkmates. This
is Scouting, remember, not pison.
Joan Gcdraitis

Wichita scnia

•••

. . • In the opening paragraph ... he vows to
remain "mentally awake." It seems, however, that Orr has imbibed 1he soporific of
prejudice-renderinghimdal.Cd anddrumy,
in a campsite free of 1he insidious influences
of women. perverts and god-haters. Fortunately, Orr's vision of the utopian campground is not a reality.
Orr is a poor example of a liberal-ans
education. an educatim dw is supposed 10
rid its recipient of the provcncialism and
bigotry cause.d by ignormce. Orr's column
was a bigoted piece - he gave no rational
reasons to exclude children from an organization. llis arguments wm: based solely on
fear, sexism and dislike. Perhaps, if Orr had
not been born into an environment that
tered white, male, hetc:roSexuaJ, Christian
val ucs. he wouldn't enjoy pointing the mgcr
of exclusion.
Orr's only argumentagaiDSl women in the
BS A is that he would be uncomfortable uri·
nating in the wild. Why? I'm sure any malformations aren't that noticeable, and besides, you could always opt for a more discreet manner in which to relieve yourself
than "hanging (your) penis wherever."
... In some areas, boys and girls could
have a scouting group wilh numbers and
resources enough to support them if not for
the segregationist mindset like Orr's.
Further, it is too bad that Orr would have
lo sleep on his back on a campouL He implies
in his column that homosexuals arc not capable of controlling their sexual desires -

••. It is offensive that he would prefer a
dog to women, arheists or homosexuals as a
fellow ScOUL We undcntand that women
have the Girl Scout organization. but who is
he to say "Ibey don't have this right" to join
the BSA. As Americans, womcri arc born
with this right.
As fir as nature calling at 3 in the morning, maybe his ego is bigger than his penis.
America.
Homosexuality is a growing issue in the
We must first clarify that Scouting is not United Sta&= today and because of people
an elite organization. It is a service organiza- like him. they choose to keep their sexual
t.ion. The service they provide is not estab- preference to themselves.
lishing a social prejudice. but it is to help
As far a.. "taking a five to IO-mile hike to
prepare individuals for life.
get to a saniwy restroom," this seems to
r
So why should they exclude any of the imply that he is afraid of contracting a sexuaspectsoflife that have developed in the20\h ally transmitted disease or maybe AIDS.
century?
Maybe a litlle education would enlighten
Women are allowed to join Scouts, be him on the facts, since STDs cannot be uansscoutmasters and be district executives. At miued by simply "hanging it out" in the
the National Jamboree Jattended, there were presence of a homosexual.
girls who were Boy Scouts. However, be·
He does not "see homosexuality as marcau.seofatt.itudessimilartoChristian DOrr's, any straight" According to whose mooils?
the girls had to be escorted for a majority of Homosexuals have their own morals. so who
their stay.
is to say they would want to invade his
As for homosexuals in Scouts, sex and personal spJCe? He should not wmy about
sexuality are not, and never will be a JX1rt of sleeping on his back.
.
Scouting - so leave it out. Youth at this
"On my honor I will do my duty, to God
maturing SBC are uncertain of their sexuality and my country, to obey the Scout law, to
and all types of experimentation arc nonnal keep myself physically and mentally awake
and happen with or without Boy Scouts.
and morally straight." Docs this mean a perJust because you have found Jesus doesn't son who does not worship his God docs not
mean that all the other Boy Scouts .in the have the qualities to
world worship your God. Internationally, be a Boy Scout of
there are Boy Seoul troops made of non- America?
Christians practicing ca.stem religions.
Being a woman,
These troops have no problem mixing being a homosexBuddhists with the Christians. Why in the ual or being an athemelting pot of the United States should we ist does not talce
have a problem with mixing al.heists and any away from one
religion? The only problem I can find is being uustworthy,
establishing a church for atheists to earn lheir loyal, helpful,
God and Country Badge.
friendly, courteous,
The main concern of the Boy Scouts is the kind, obedient,
safety of the Scouts, and in no way do any of cheerful, thrifty,
these impose on a Scout's safety.
brave, cit.an and
Because of Scouting, I have learned a lot reverent. Maybe he
about looking at life. When I look back on should think about
life, I realize that the most important aspects 1he oath he took and
of Scouting are not the words in the Scout the reasons for
book that you read, but how you use 1he which heU>ae them,
knowledge after it is given to you.
because his article contradicts all that a Boy this implication uucrly without foundation.
Scout should st.and for.
Trever Frickey
The incredible response of the gay community U> the AIDS epidemic (education,
Oberlin senior
Toni Pruter, Lansing senior
activism and promotion of services for the
Wendy Katzenberger,
... It disturbs me that in the latter years of
infonn) has drastically~ the spread
Leavenworth senior
the 20th century, there are still widely scatof this horrible disease. while infection rates
tered pockets of medieval thinking among
are skyrocketing among ocher groups.
•••
us, as is demonstrated ... Unfortunately, this
... Moreover, if someone should be CX·
•.. Fust, while I support Orr's stance
brand of misinfooned, uneducated logic is regarding girls in Boy Scouts, I find his eluded from the BSA because of his sexualall to prevalent in the world today.
reasoning somewhalabsurd. ln my tenure of ity, there must be something fundamentally
If I wdn't know any bener, I would think Girl Scouting. we were always told that uri- sexual for Orr about the BSA. I hope this is
that Orr was depicting the Scouts as an "elite nating somewhere other lhan in a proper not the case.
organization" of xenophobes and misogy- Lauine was harmful to the environment and
And on the mauer of religious prefcrcnce
nists.
not encouraged. Jf you absolutely could not ... the young boy who stood respectfully
It was this kind of unabated fear that get to die latrine in time (girls may not have silent while other.I vow rcvercnc.e to God
preyed upon the minds of other "elite organi- penises to hang, but the idea is the same) you showed a great deal mon: matUrity than Orr
zations," such as the Hitler Youth, and in- at leafl found a spot wha'c nobody could sec
Conned the McCarthy trials in the 1950s.
you.
I would emphatically
that this is not
Thomas Garman
Sc.condly, while it is hard to understand
the picture of Scouting today. I can only why adlcisu would want to join the very
Hays freshman
question the value of imposing such i.Jra. religious Boy Scouts, the fact remains that a
tional biases in young minds.
few join anyway. They may be hard to lake,
Fear and prejudice should have no place but I don't sec why they cannot be tolerated.
... I must say rvc never seen a more
in the shaping of today's young people. The Afta all, isn't tolerance a pan of being blatanteumpleof s e x i s m . ~ and
world is a complex place as it is without ..friendly, cowtcow and kind"?
religious into!~ in this newspaper.
forming sc:paratist lines of r1ee. sex. religion
Orr says. "I have grea1 pride in the fact I
Thirdly, Orr's vie~s on hanoscxuality
(or lack thereof) and sexual identity.
an: extremely out of touch with reality. The.re am a Boy Scout and 111 Eag)c Scout... I'm

ros-

...

...

sure Orr is a vr:ry proud person. His pride. reason to keep this infonnation from any·
however, seems to have pn:cipitated a smaJJ•. one•.. If we have any hope of destroying the
minded, bigoced attitude which pompts him old S1C:rCOlype!I, we must strive 10 let chil·
IO Sla&e that a dog in Scouting would be "a dren, regardless of gender, do as they wish.
heck of a Jot beucr" than women, gays or
Orr a1ao haa a problem with homosexuals
atheisu joining this "elite organization."
... If we follow Orr's logic, we shouldn't let
AJ support for his belief, Orr calls upon Scouts have knivcs or ues, just in case there
the inevi&able "campout" scenario. His argu- are a few Jeffery Dahmer.! among them.
ment. in a nutshell, is that he would not feel
What Orr fails to realize is that, for many
canfmiable urinating in close proximity to people, sexual orientation decisions are not
women or gays ••• 1be longer hike to a made until puberty or even later. How can we
"sanitary bathroom" is an example of homo- prohibit young people from entering an orphobia, hcceroscxisrn and gay bashing. Orr is ganization when they haven't y~t made a dettying to tell us that gays are unsaniwy - cision that would disqualify them?
The only reasonably c(Jlllpetentargument
that a bathroom used by Lhcm is to be feared
and avoided at all costs. Why? Is it the fear or Orr puts forth has to do with the phrase
AIDS?
"morally straight"'in the Boy Scout promise.
This is ludiaous, Orr. You cannot catch He believes that this phrase means "follow·
AIDS !rem a bathroom, no matter who uses ing Christian D Orr's personal bi~." Init. Fwthcnnorc, AIDS is not a gay di~. It stead, it is generally construed as meaning
is canicdand
by all kinds ofpcoplc- that an individual should develop sound
gay and straight. Christian and non-Chris- ethical beliefs and follow those through the
rest of his or her life. "Sound" does not mean
tian.
. Orr continues, "I've got other things 10 ''conservative" or "collective," but just that
worry about on a campout than whether or Ibey must be intrinsically consistent.
no, I am sleeping on my back."
Orralso uses the Boy Scout promise in his
Orr has fallen prey to the stereotypical denouncement of atheists ... As an atheist
notion that all gays are sex-crazed and Just and an Eagle Scout, I personally disagree
· ·
after any member of their own sex they see. with this on many levels.
. .. Ournation'sPledgeof Allegiancesays,
This is not true.
All of the gays I lcnow are secure in their "under God," yet no ~ b l e person beown sexuality and arc interested in mature, lieves that this means all Americans must be
constructive, meaningful JClationships, not Christian. Our country, along with the Boy
rape. Certainly none of them enterwn any Scouts, was fowided on the con~pts of freedom and diversity, and these must be upheld.
romantic interests in Orr.
Orr, on the other hand, seems obsessed
... The final reason to reject Orr's conwith his own sexuality and Lhe perpewatioo cepts is t1ial Scouting is a world-wide moveof his masculinity .... He mak~ four specific ment that transcends geography, national
references to his own penis in less than siJt boW1daries and belief systems.
column inches.
We arc living in a diverse, multi.cultural
This need to call attention to one's own society, and the only way we can teach our
sexuality usually points to deeply rooted children to develop into productive adults is
insecurities ...
to shed the old stereotypes and become better
God knows what Orr would do if there people - not men, women, homosexuals.
were atheists present on his campout. Proba- heterosexuals. atheists or Christians. If we
bly wear a chastity belt, keep his legs crossed do, our society will benefit. If we don't,
and sing "Glory. Glory Hallelujah" at the top Scouting.along with our nation, will steadily
of his lungs to drown out any anti-Christian decline.
words that might
Derek Swcetmaa~ ·_ : .'. ?... ..... ·
, . . come his way.
Roche.,ter, Minn., sophomore
Orr uses 12
adjc:clives in his
article to describe
Boy
Scouts.
.•. You say that females should be exAmong these he cluded from BSA because there is a GSA.
lists
helpful, Perhaps you would be interested in Brown v.
trustworthy, Topeka Board of Education. in which the
friendly, kind, Supreme Counrulcd that "separate but equal"
courteous, brave, is inherently discriminatory and in fact oxycheerful and rev- momnic. The sentiment applies to "separale
erent But the atti- but equal" organizations as well.
tude hcex~ in
As for your relative personal comfon in
his article is the an- your ability to swing your genitalia around,
tithesis of all of I'm certain the world ~eeps for your prothese.
spective loss. The BSA I'm familiar with
And. in the end, doesn'1 lis1 exhibition in ilS oath.
I would suggest
Your depiction of this "wave" of gay Boy
you lake a close look at yourself ... or take Scouts betrays a criminal ignorance on your
your elitism and bigocry and find a new klan part which implies that you believe all gays
to join.
to be sex-crazed rapists (a cootradiction in
Zachary Lowe.
terms) who desire admission to the BSA so
Hays resident
that they can prey on good iMocent hetcro
boys like yourself.
•••
... From when I w~ a third-grade Cub
. .. Think on this a while, Orr. In your nine
Scout until my freshman year in high school and half years in BSA, isn't it possible that
when 1 became an Eagle Scout. I had fought one of the fellows you camped out with (and
to eliminare the discrimination that Christian whipped it out in front of) was gay, or an
D Orr rq,re,cnts.
atheist or a future uanssexual? And golly,
On the issue of women. there are several you didn't even know it!
compelling reasons 10 disregard Orr's anal Y·
I thought Scouting w~ intended to instill
sis. He feels that Girl Scouts provides an life preparation, citizenship, responsibility,
adequate experience for all women.
outdoor slci.lb and camaraderie .. • Where
Though Girl Scout, is good for some docs it swe that the Scout should k~ himwomen, there arc many females that would self bigoct.d, ignorant and rcsentful of other
like w c:Jtperience different challenges. These ways of life?
girls must fight against the system if they
... Of course, we have to ask, given that
ever hope ID branch OUL
even Eagle Scouts such as Orr arc closedIf the Boy S<:out.s let women in, they could minded ignoramuses despitc all their vaunted
take a positive saep toward raing the strains achievements in Scouting, why in the world
on Scouting as a whole, as well as enriching would wqmen, gays and atheisu want to
the lives of its scou~.
usociale with such an ineffective - if not
Abe, in some instances, the Girl Scouts downright fascist - organization like BSA
have kt boys in just because lhc boys have
amid. The Boy Scouu teach nothing that is
James Talley,
acually gcndeMpccific, and there is no
~alina junior

WIN A CAR!!!!!

An Apple After Class
Afternoon Demo.

McMindcs Hall 2nd East is taking donations for a chance at wiming a car

al Tomorrow'! football game. All of the proceeds will go toward the

pun:hansc of new furniture for &he study room in McMindes Hall. To give
a donation, contact Kim Allen ai 628-5002. or they will be available II the
foocblll game. Need not be present to win.
11 d.oNJlwn e / clta11ce
1S d.oMlwn • 6 CNJ/lCU
Drawing will be held at the end of the third quaner of this week's football
pmc.

Borne and lnsdtudonal .P'Une• .Equipment

300 LB. OLYMPIC SET

includeC:f with every free weight
gym system

c•••••:

•nnta.1:T1Ca,1sm.

Need to let people know what great things you can do for
the?. Wc1I do it for you.
Call Andy Addis: .

Univeristy L_eader
628-5884

Adw:nile with us.
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• Fri. 3-5 (1st F1oor Union)
The Power to be Your Best. ti
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ShOWli or wuc1·WNt
or prwntation

topic

profm

the subjccl of Wild West

shows.
The talk will be presented by
the Fund for the lmprovcmen,
of Postsecondary Education
Grant.

Today final day
for Reveille portraits
The last chance for portraits
in the 1992 Reveille is today.
Individual portraits will continue through 3 p.m. today in
the Memorial Union Frontier
Room.
Individuals who did not make
an appointment may still stop
by and have their poruait
taken. However, priority will
be given to those with appoinunents.
A $4 fee will be charged for
individuals who want proofs. .
1

of

Soroptimisl International
Hays would like to announce
the availability of their annual
scholarship for the Training
A wards Program.
The Training Awards
Program Scholarship is 10 aid
mal'ure. women who must enter
or return to the job markeL
These women need additional
skills, training and education to
upgrade their employment sta- ·
tus. Candidates should be heads
of households completing unde_rg~a.duatc programs or reentering vocational or technical
uaining programs.
Soroptimisl International of
Hays is a classified service organization for executive and
professional women. Anyone
interested in applying for this
scholarship should contact
Jolene Moore at 628-8871.
The deadline for applications
is Dec. 1S.

Career search workshop

to be offered next month
The Kelly Programming
Center is sponsoring a career
exploration workshop to be
3:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 5 in
the Memorial Union Trails
Room.
Those students undccide.d in a
major are encouraged to auend.
For more information about
the workshop, contact ·Carla
Hau.an at 628-4401.

Sociology duh to raffle
autographed football ·
The Sociology Club will be
rafning an autographed f00lblll
during halftime of the FHSU
v. University of Nebraska·
Kearney game. A &able will be
set up from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Friday in the Memorial
Union, and 6 to 7_ p.m.
Sa1W'day at the gate.
One chance will be enaemi in
the drawing
each St donation: six will be entered· for

ror

each ss donation. .

ECDC ofl'en acreening ..
of child's clewlopment .·.
A free screening 10 ohcck ihe.
devdapment rl c:bi1dn:n from 1
month thrOllgh 5 years old Ja
being oft'CM Nov. 7 lad I •
the
Early Cllildllood
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Electronic class to begin operation
Copy editor

..Interpreting · Wild · Woaf
Sho~s.'" 7:30 p.m. today in
_the Black and Gold Room of
·lhc Memorial Union.
.
His &alt stresses hoW these
shows served as · cultural
brokers.
. .
Moses is writing a boot oil.

Hays Soroptimist club
offers scholarship

Stroup wired
Sarah Simpaon

George M~;
of.
Hislory at Otlaboma State
University. ·wilJ pre,ent_a &ill.,

.·

Frida,y, Oct. 25, 1991

The Fon Hllys State electronic
classroom in S1roup Hall will be
opened 10 cJasges for technical use
in January of 1992, Michael
Leikam, director of closed circuit
television, said.
"The initial plan was to open the
classroom for USC of the technology
for the spring semester of 1992.
Right now it's just being used for
traditional classes," he said.
The classroom was originally
designed for distance learning,
Leikam said.
"We want to be able to reach a
number of distant sites," he said.
"We hope to service a 44-county
area. This area includes everything
west of Highway 81, west of
Salina."
This distant contact will be
achieved through the use of
interactive video, which is a way of
allowing instructors and students to
communicate over large distances.
"(Interactive video) uses
fiberoptic cables as a delivery
system for course work," he said.
The classroom will be utilizing
the fiberoptics of" the Kansas
Independent Network, Inc.
"KINY currently uses their
fibcroptics for cellular and they
added enough band capacity to
transmit video. Their fiberoptics arc
close enough that we can use them
easily.
"Having access to this net-kork

on campus is very unique," Leikam
said.
.
The classroom is also equipped
with three bu.ilt-in cameras for the
visual contact and computer
controlled microphones for verbal
communication.
An eventual goal for the FHSU
system is ta reach the Dodge City
area where two other aciive
fiberoptic cluslcrS are located, he

said.

.

Tapping into these clusters,
Leikam said, would enable FHSU
10 reach a., far south as Elkhart.
This will also allow FHSU
access to the Western Kansas

Compact. he said.
The Western Kansas Compact is

an educational consortium
"developed with community
colleges to promote education," he
said.
The institutions involved in this
compact are Dodge City, Colby,
Seward County, Garden City and
Barton County community
colleges.
The main reason for introducing
this concept at FHSU is its
eventual impact on rural
communities, Leikam said.
'The introduction of technology
makes a lot more sense out here
than in other places," he said. "We
are the only four-year liberal arts
institution in the western half of
the state, so it's easier for us to
tt.aeh spread-out communities."
Leikam said he believes
interactive video could have a major

Thia ian't Houaton control, it'1 the Fort Haya State electronic claaa.room in Stroup Hall. The interactive
video claNroom will UN fiberoptic cablee to deliver coune work to a 4f county area. The claasroom will be
opened for techniaJ uae in January 1992.

impact on these communities
through economic development arid
beuer health care.
"There's a lot of Lalk about being
able to interact. The economics out
here are localizcd. There isn't much
of a chance for technology.
(Interactive video) brings . more
technology, which increases the
economies globally," he said.

.

.

"Also, the quality of health care
isn't very good. There's .a lot of
medical people relocating to larger
cities.
"Out here, there isn't as much
access to consultation and
<liagnostics as in large towns, but

this could bring more of that 10 . existence for several years, he said.
"The concept is not new, its just
western Kansas," Leikam said.
something
we have to do here. A
The electronic classroom has
been an ongoing project for the past lot of states have the technology for
long distance uansmission and have
18 months, he said.
for a Jong time," he said.
Leikam and Ron Hart, closed
The classroom is also equipped
circuit engineer, did most of the
with a computer graphics system, a
preparations for the classroom.
video slide screen and two fonnats
"Ron did most of the planning of videotape for recording and
and all of the installation. I wrote playing, he said.
the specifications and basic design,
Leikam said he believes "Lhe
but Ron did most of it He put in a classroom is a facility to transpon
tremendous amount of work," information all over. In this
Leikam said.
information-technology age,
Although
the
electronic technology is necessary for
classroom and its technologies are survival. This classroom is just the
new to FHSU, they have been in tip of the iceberg."

White plays to smaller FHSU crowd

-Scott Roe
Staff writer

Guitarist and singer Josh Whjte
Jr.. a veteran of such prestigious
venues as Carnegie Hall and the
KeMedy Center, rccenlly completed
a successful duo of performances at
the Backdoor.
White, who began performing
with his father at the age of four,
enjoys working the small as well as
the larger halls.
"It's exciting to work Carnegie
and things Ii.Ice that. it really is. But
you can really enjoy yourself in
smaller venues," White said.
"For me, the criteria is not the
construction of lhe venue, it is lhe
rapport you can get with the
people. You can go into a large
place and make it small by

communication with the people. I
don't care where you perform, if
you can ' t get that communication
you feel like you're not doing it
right," White said.
Communication with the
audience al Fon Hays State was
ccnainly not a factor that worried
White for long, he said. From the
moment he began his performance
to the final note of the evening.
members of the audience were
singing along and seemed to be
thoroughly enjoying themselves.
Apparently, White also thought
the audience here at FHSU was
having a good time. The audience
joined right in and sang along when
White wanted them to, and
applauded with enthusiasm at his
solo numbers.

"That's a good barometer. To see
how long it takes an audience to
feel comfortable enough to sing a
little more full-voiced than they
normally do, and they were singing
from lhe jump pretty good. When
people are not afraid to come out
an11 sing, I know we're going to
have a good time," White said. ·
White Lakes pride in his'ability to
involve and interact with the
audience during his shows.
"Being able to make your
audience feel comfortable enough to
relax and enjoy. That's the most
important thing," White said.
"Let them know that we 're all
here together and no one's going to
gel hurt, we're going to have fun
and nobody's going to laugh at
you," he said.

•

Campus walk
From p~ 1

White played a wide variety of
material, including blues, country
and children's music. He enjoys
listening to a large selection of
musical styles and incorporates
what he likes into his act.
'"That's how I satisfy my tastes. I
just do what I feel. I do ~ngs that I
like. I don't stop myself because.
Oh! 1hat'sa coanuy song so I can't·
do it If l can learn iL on the guitar
and make you believe it, I'm doing
it, .. White said.
During the entire performance, ·
not one song dealt with negativity.
This is once again representative of
his '"feel good" style of perfonnance.
"Some people go right for the
jugular. l go right for the heart.
Because people are the same, I try
and touch that," White said.

of facilities and planning; Student
. Senate; residence halls and other
students.
"We especially would like to
encourage students who walk
home from campus late at night
to attend," Victorson said.
. · Panicular areas that were documented in the past. Victorson
said, include areas around Picken
Hall, the path between the
Memorial Union and Davis Hall.
"On every wallc
they
highlighted a problem that still
exists," he said. "There are no
outside pay phones."
"It has been suggested to
Student Affairs and Dale Akers
(director of the physical plant)
that we take a look at the phone
situation again," he said . "But it
must be realized those phones are
expensive."
Previous reports also included
potentially hazardous areas off
campus.
A date for the wallc will not be
set until a new director for the
physical plant has been hired.
Akers will be retiring in
November.

•

Immigration law rev1s1ons to take effect
Crystal Holdren/
Sta.ft writer

A revised version of the
immigration law may give
international students more job
opponunities, but may also maJce it
more difficult for employers to hire
non-residents.
Before the immigration law was
enacted on OcL I, an international
student could work only up to 20
hours a week on campus during
their first year of study. After their
first year, if they could prove
financial need, they could wcrt offcampus 20 hours a week.
Under the new law any
international student that has lived
in the United States for more than a
. year will be allowed to work offcampus, but with some regulations,
Joe Potts. International Student
Union adviser, said.
The employer will have to send a
letter to the Immigration
Department verifying the job
opening has been adven.iscd for at
least 60 days, and they will pay the
same wage to the international
slJJdcnt as they would to any other

worker.

There are many different
categories that will be affected by
this law, Potts said.
These
~gories include the F-1 visa. the
H-1 visa. immigrants in practical
training and those applying for
residency.

Thc~smderlulbllare

cnroDcd in daool n:cain a F-1 visa.
The F·l via is ialieftded for thOK
immigrants enrolled in 101ne type
of educa&ional propam
it
be hi&h school or colleae.

HowcTCC. Pou aid dial while
these immigrants
enrolled in
tchool and bold dlC9e F·l visas.
chcy
not amideffll immisnna..
The H-1 viii 1a obtained by
fcticJs , llilN t,y cia ; _IN •
tefflporary worlett who poa,ea
special
. . - IIOl foad ill

arc

applicants who
U.S. citizens.
Potts said this visa is sometimes
used as an intermediate stage for
those foreigners looking to become
residents. This procedure takes
three 10 five years.
Fon Hays State currently has
employed four faculty members
with the H-1 visa. With these visas
the faculty arc allowed to teach up
to a maximum of five years before
applying for another visa.

!

C

signifies they are citizens.
'"The purpose of lhe legislation
may have been to decrease the flow
of immigration for permanent
residents in the U.S.," Pous said.
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"For- foreigners it will become
tougher to get an H-1 visa," Philip
Tsai, assistant professor of library
scienc.c, said.
Potts said the international
students with jobs will not be
effected by this change.
The
category is residency.
Potts said the government chooses
at random from residency
applications.Those chosen then
receive their ~reen-card, which
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Country Bar & Grill
East Hwy. 40

Ljpe, TuesdqJI Oct, 29

Kevin Black -eunu brother
IS In advance -16 at tloor

~~ov.12 Tloketaavallable now
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0

PUll~KIN

PATCH

0

CARNIVAL
FREE FOR ALL CHUDREN
October 31 from 7 to 8 p.m.
"A ChriltlaD AlternatlTe To Balloween To
Gin Puenta a Safe Place Jl'or Kids"
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Tiger harriers prepare for
p~-~:icn,'.,/:
district 10 chanipionships

·sp~~ bri,~fs~;i~
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WLAF

·. ThcWorldIAgucrL~-

can Foolbell will play.in 1m
. Nati011al Food,all . 1.equc·
Ownt.rs voted Wedne&clay niallt. Claudette Humphrey
IO continue Ibo Wl;AF. for 1lae -Sports writer

next three years. They ·al,o.
agreed to a conttact with the.
USA Network and ABC . to
televise 30 to 35 pmes,

The Fort Hays State men's and
women's cross country squads will
have the opportunity lo take a break
playoff games and lhe World from competition this weekend.
· The Tigers will also use this
Bowl this spring.
.
· All 28 NFL teams have said week off as a chance to prepare for
the upcoming National Association
they will contribute funding"to
of
IntercoUegiate Athletics District
the WLAF to help keep lhem
10 Championship.
going over the next three
FHSU is coming off a good
seasons.
showing last weekend when the
Tigers hcstcd the Tiger Invitational.
The Tiger men came away with a
Braves take 3-2 lead
2nd place finish behind a tough
University of Nebraska-Kearney
The Atlanta Braves have squad in the competition.
t.alcen a 3-2 lead over the
Nebraska-Kearney, who scored 21
Minnesota Twins in the 1991 points at the iig~r Invitational, is
World Series.
currently ranked as the 11th team in
The Braves won all three of the National Collegiate Athletic
the ball games at their home Association Division II cross
field. including a 14-5 viclOl')' country pool.
last nig~t. to claim the 3-2
The University of Nebraskalea!.
Kearney also had a member of its
The series resumes Saaurday squad take the top individual honor.
when lhe ~ s travel back to Tom Magnuson won the five-mile
Minnesota to play the race in a time of 25:30.3.
remaining games of the series.
FHSU was paced by Darren
The Braves need only one more · Horn, Oberlin senior, and Tracie
victory
to
win
the Rome, Oberlin senior. Horn, who
championship.
ran his best race as a Tiger, came
away with a 2nd place finish and
Rome finished the course in 6th.
Angels cut 2 players
Hom completed the race in under
26 minutes for the first time in
The California Angles have 25:39.
announced that ·they· will· not :
The Lady Tigers earned the top
exercise the options on ·nave : spot at their own tournament four
Winfield and Bat Blyl~ ..;. · points in front of the University of
Winfield, who was signed by Southern Colorado.
-\he. Angels in 1990, hit 38
home runs, and drove in 86
runs while baUing .262 for lhe
Angles in 1991.
Blylevcn spent the entire
1991 season on the disabled
list for the Angels after going
through shoulder surgery;
Blylcven said he has been
invited to take pan in the
Angles· 1992 spring training if
he is not picked up by another
Claudette Humphrey
club.
Sports writer
The · move by the Angels
saved them a reported S7
The Fort Hays State women's
million. Winfield would have
volleyball squad travels to Chadron,
made $2 million in 1992 and. Neb., to compete in Round II of the
S2.8 million in 1993. while
Rocky
Mountain
Athletic
Blylevcn would have made S2
Conference tournament this
million in 1992.

two

•

..

The Houston Roctcuhave
signed point guard Kenny
Smith to a five yet/I coa~t
worth$ 1.9 million per -,air.

. Smith's previous CODtrlCL
paid $700,000 per ya,;. .LUt
.eason he averaged 17.7 poims
per game and 7.1 auisU while
shooting 52 pen:cnt from me
field.
,
. Smith was scheduled IQ play
l&tt night against the Clcvdand
Cavaliers.
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Round JI of the RMAC
volleyball competition is being
hosted by Chadron State College.
This tournament will conclude
RMAC play for the 1991 season.
The Lady Tigers went 5-2 in play
the ~ l week. FHSU w~ awarded a
2nd place finish last weekend when
the Lady Tigers participated in the
first round of the RMAC
tournament.
FHSU finished behind Mesa
State
University
in
the
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Derrik Scluniwphato lltail'

Memben of the Fort Haya State women'• croH country team practices for the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics District 10
Championahipe coming up Nov. 2 on the campua of Emporia State. The Lady T~n capturNi fint place at the Tiger-honed meet lut Saturday.
Stephanie Homan of NebraskaKearney earned top individual
honors in the women's division.
Toe udy Tigers' win was due in
pan to· I.he bunching of its runners
wilh the team's top five runners in

places 10 through 17.
Joanna Schmidt, Colby senior,
was the top finisher for the women
placing 10th, fotJowcd by Bobbie
Stalter, Garden City junior, and
Sonya Pohlmen, Ellinwood

competition. Mesa State went 6-0
on the weekend and is currently
ranked 18th in the latest National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics women's volleyball poll.
· However, the Lady Tigers did
have one low point during last
weekend's competition. FHSU lost
one of its standout hitters and ilS
most accurate service threats over
the weekend.
Niki
Mock.
Plainville
sophomore, was knocked out of
play when she went down with a
severely sprained ankle during the
Lady Tigers• second match against
Adams State University Saturday.
The current status of Mock's
ankle and the probability of her
participating in the competition
this weekend is uncertain at this
time.

ln addition to FHSU, the team's
scheduled to compete include
Adams State University, Colorado
School of Mines, Mesa State
University, Western State College.
· New Mexico Highlands and the
host school. Chadron State.
The Lady Tigers begin conference
play today and will continue
tomorrow.
FHSU will compete against each
team in the conference during the
RMAC tournament. The women
will play a total of six matches in
two days.
First up for the Lady Tigers is
the host school, Chadron State. The
match takes place this morning.
The Lady Tigers' current overall
record stands at 27-20 and continues
with a 14·3 record in District 10
competition.

Gridders search for victory

Tigers host UNK
Christian D On-

ond half. The Tigers were forced to it Saturday. They arc the league
go through the air, and they called champK>nS because they bca1 everyupon back-up quanerbact Dustin one in the 1eague.• CQrtesc said.
McEwen,
Norton freshman, to
Along with losing their chance!
The Fon Hays State football
or claiming the RMAC crown. the
squad comes home th.is weekend in handle the duties.
McEwen responded for the 1cm also grcally ,er the Tigen back
search of its fifth vic:U>ry when it
takes on the I.open or Univeni1y Tigen' coaching siaff by complct· in their 9Clreh for I JCCond playoff
ing 10 of 18 puses for 114 yard! appearance. Last season marted
~Ndxn:alll Kearney.
FHSU's first playoff appeanince.
The Tiae,s are coming off a 42· a,d tw.u "IOOChdowns.
Going into che ,eason. the Tigen
Head Coach Bob Cortese said
21 k>u at the hands or Western
Swc. which virtually eliminated Western State is simply a good had two opportunities to claim a
the Tigcn from claimin& the Rocky team. which is the main reuon the playoff spol. They needed to either
win the RMAC championship,
Mountain Athletic Conference Tigers lost.
Champk)mllip.
ahcy were I good foocball 1Caln which would give them an autoThe naas p down t.arty in the with a lo( d spoed. There arc prob- matic spot in post·SCUJC1 play. or
contesl and wc:rc never able co cane ably 23 reatonJ wby WC Jost. but claim one of tw0 at-wte playoff
beck. They 'Md down 28--0 to the none more imponant than lhat
spou.
a..;..
·
Mouneajnecn before they found the arc I l[>Od foodJalJ ttan.rn order for die Ti,cn 10 c...... an
-You can come up with aD kinds a1-Jarac bc:nh. they mmt rinish the
tndzae.
D'ip. na, in- teal0II ranted at led. eighth. Oru
lbe llfSI wtft able co put ICJffiC of excuu po;MI (.a - boa1S Ille in the 111:11:• ;.;cs. ~Ilion - ha they are a
Football
and dlluepoal lhe IJeC- p,d fooctd leaffl 111d they pl'O'ltd
Topef'e6

Sporu editor

and..-

..,...
'

Spikers to compete·in
Round II of RMAC

Rockets aign Smith

,,,! ~.

•

1on,

f rcshman. in 11th and 12th.
respectively.
After last weekend's. race, the
Tiger men continue to hold the
16th ·spot. in the NAIA cross
country poll while the Lady Tigers

were again awarded with honorable
mention h~nors in the women's
poll for their efforts.
The District 10 meet is scheduled
to take place Nov. 2 at Emporia
State University.

World Series alters
sport fan's views on
thrill of baseball
Claudette
Humphrey

_

Sports

wnter

l remember at the beginning of
this season. I happened to be
nipping through the channels and
noticed there was a baseball game
on television.
lt was the Atlanta Braves and
Tom Glavine was pitching.
Right then and there I made the
decision that Atlanta was going
10 be my team.
Okay. so I decided this because
I thought Glavinc was cute. Who
really cares, because I apparently
made the right decision.
The tomahawk-chopping.
Indian-chanting Braves won the
National League pennant by
defeating the Pittsburgh Pirates
in a tough seven.game series and
now arc playing in the World
Series.
Toe Braves quiclcly fell behind
the Twins in the series, 2-0. But
my •Braves refuse to just lay
down and die without putting up
one hcc1c of a fighL
As of this moment they have
come back to tic it up at two
games apiece and hopcfully when
you are reading this they will

The game or baseball. The
World Series. 11lC Atlanta Braves
and the Minnesota Twins.
You've just gotta love this
game al this time of the season
and if you don·t love it yet, just
watch one g.ame and, believe me,
you'll be hooked.
1 used to hate baseball. I mean
seriously hate (sorry. Tina , I
mean dislike) this game. l
thought it was so boring and
basically pretty stupid too.
However, my feelings about
this game slowly bcpn to make
a comp Ide turnaround.
ll probably started when my
sister stancd dating Sam. a
college twcball coach. She was
forever dragging me out to watch have moved ahead 3-2.
I can't predict what is going to
him roach and. liule by linle. I
or who is going to end up
started to actual Iy enjoy il
Sam helped me to undersund as the World Series champions.
but one thing is for sure: the
the game, which t realized
the most important factor in the Br2vcs sure have made the past
Jove for any sport. You can't two pmes cscitin1.
Toe Braves won Tuesday night
enjoy anything if you don't
in the bottom or the twelfth
unden:and what is going on.
Then, in 198S, the Kansas inning on a single by second
Ory Royals made il 10 the World baseman Mark Lemte which
Series. (Pretty amazing, huh?) drove in David Justice for the
Well. they did and after being . winning run. Then Wednesday
down three pmcs to none. they they won it in the boaom of the
by
actually fought tiac:.k to win the ninth inning on a acrif'aa:
w~c thing. It wu absolutely Jerry Willard. who was mating
(Sta.me and C'f'Cr since Iha( ycY J his first worJd Series at tac.
Wow. 1bal'1 all I can say. I
jllSl haven"t been able lo stop

ny

waching.

,

.

And now it is 1991 and my
)ao,e for balebllJ Ml lfOWll lO In

al-mnelii-.

~ - 1 still abtolu&dy adore
roc:cbell and buldball. but dial
doaonc
rA bMCblll. You
jatt tom 10\'C it.
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The U nivenity Leader

Sun continues to rise even though
Broncos earn victory over Chiefs

·Christian D Orr
Sporta editor

Scrambling out of the pocket i11 quarterback, No. 2, Bryan Maring, Salina senior, during the Hom~ming
victory. The 1igen take home-field advantage when they play the Univenity of Nebruka at Kurney
Saturday at 7pm.

FootbalI------------------------From p~c 5

the NAIA p9ll. Adams State.
currently ranked 10th.
One plus the Tigers have going
for them in their last four weeks of
lhe season is that they will play
t11rce of the remaining four games
on their home field . They have lost
only one game all year, against
Emooria State.
Saturoay·s game against Kearney,
formerly Kearney St.ate College,
will be the Tigers· next step · in
their search for their playoff spot.
The Lopcrs and Tigers have mcl 42
times on the football field. includ·
ing 36 consecutive limes. The
Lopcrs hold a 23·28-1 advantage
over the Tigers.
The Tigers have captured the pa<;t
two games played by the squads.
Last season the Tigers left Kearney
with a 12-9 victory when Roy
\tiller, Sheridan. Colo .. junior,
connccuxl on a la,;t second field goal
to claim the victory.
The Lopcrs come into the contest
with a 3-5 record, but have won

all six of the division champions
are named, they must be one of the
two highest teams in the nation
that did not win a conference
championship.
Last season the Tigers claimed
one of the two at-large berths into
the playoffs with a rocord of 8-3. If
they claim victories in each of the
last four games, three of which will
be played on the Tigers' home turf,
they will finish the season with an
8-3 record.
Currently the Tigers find themselves ranked 19th in the nation in
the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics poll. The
Tigers will have to move up at
least 11 notches in the poll to be
considered for the playoffs.
One problem the Tigers run into
with the remainder of their schedule
is they will need to come away
with an upset to move up a great
number of places in the poll. The
Tige rs will face only one more
team this season that is rank ed in

lhcir last two games including a 390 victory over the Mesa State Mavericks. who beat the Tigers.21-14,
earlier in the season.
Along with knocking off Mesa
St.ate. the Lopers have also beat
Wayne State. 25-17. The Tigers
played Wayne State three weeks ago
at Wayne State. coming home with
a 28-20 victory.
Despite Kearney's record going
into the game, Cortese said the
Lopcrs arc still are very good football team and the Tigers will have
their work cut out for them.
"Kearney is another very good
team . They arc big and strong.
They have good players at every
position on offense. They don't do
a lot of fancy things running the
ball. but they don't need to with
their big offensive line. They arc
big and strong on defense , too. We
have our work cut out for us this
week," Concsc said.
The game is scheduled to kickoff
at Lewis Field Saturday at 7 p.m.

Well, as much as I hate to do it. 1
must admit that my foot did taste
pretty bad Sunday.
As much as I've dogged the
Denver Broncos. they did pull the
victory out of nowhere and knock
off God's team, the Kansas City
Chiefs, 19-16.
Oh well, if I've learned anything
from my racquetball teacher. it's
that even if you or your favorite
team loses, life does still go on.
The sun did still come up Monday
morning, although I did have my
doubts.
Well, enough dwelling in my
own sorrow over the Chiefs' defeat.
It's time to move on with my life
and get to my predictions for this
week's NFL lineup.
First up I feel it is my duty to
talk about one of the more boring
games on the line-up this week, because it has probably the two most
evenly matched teams in the league.
Jt·s sad that there are two teams in
the NFL that arc this bad: Tampa
Bay and Green Bay.
Wow, what a matchup. The only
.importance I can find in this game
is that whoever loses will. more
than likely. come away with the
first pick in the draft. Oh sure,
Cincinnati owns a record that is
worse than both of these squads,
but I don't believe the Bengals will
go through the entire season without winning a game; hcnccfonh,
they won't be the first team to

.

Off the top of my head. I really

can't think of any reason that either
team should win this game. except
for the fact that the game will be
played at Tampa·Bay. Therefore, the
Buccanccrs will win, 2 J-7.
Congratulations. Packers you get
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•Tanning is 10 sessions for $20

pp

$3 off manicures

Gift Certificates
Available
828-1191

117 E. 8th

Classifieds
FOR SALE

1980 Chtyti.t 'Lebaron in great

lhape and r ~ cheap (Che9')tr
yeC this week). 81,000 min and
looks great. Cal Mdy as 8285301 days, and ..-.ning1 Ill 628-

4N6.

M M,pplel: 3010 50 pefcent off.
All n.., •IIPt)ltea. Call for
~lntmen1 at Signs and
D dg a.125 4100.
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Cut•n...,
Thank you for your ear• · and
companion through the past few
WHQ. They"ve ~n ttyf,,g, bul
your love has brough1 me
through.
lbteyouliwap,

Barn.

Wat'llild:
for ti•llpla,111,
lnina.hMIII, . . . . .,,,.. . . .
AppJf at Dr. E'ffrs HouN aC
Temn. Main SW. AuN11 KS~
0ce. 2'. 21 n 'D.

ow-,•

p.m. OofMkalCWM . . . . . . . .

SERVICES ·

by

Claudelle
Humphrey

:

X (66·25)

Home Team

Denver ................................... ..... Kansas City
Phoenix .............................................. Atlanta
Los Angeles Raiders ....... Los Angeles Rams
Green Bay ........................................ Chicago
0
New England ................................ Minnesota
Miami ............................................... Houston
0
Pittsburgh ............................. .............. . Seattle
Indianapolis ................. .......... New York Jets
Tampa Bay ......... ...................... New Orleans
X San Diego ...................................... Cleveland
San Francisco ..................................... Detroit
XO Buffalo ....................... ....................Cincinnati

0
X

Claudette (X)

6 2 8 -2 lG 1

Bob Leiker's
Karate & Self Defense

Join Now!!!
All FHSU students
get 500/4 off a membership fee or 20°A>
off Monthly dues ..

Coffee and Donuts at
9:30 and 11 a.m. mass

and

In H1y1, It now open for
busineu. Offerad Is MC:ratarlal

11rvlce1, word procH1lng,
copiu, notary. fax, UPS and
rant-a-phone. All at 24-hour
MM09. Cell 828-8100.

Christian (0 )

Prin·s ~ood 10 /:l:i - 10/2H.

625-5923

w. 8th

X
XO
X
XO
X
XO
XO
0
XO

CANS
•
l{AISEH LIQUOR

Catholic Campus Center

Preferred Answering
s.cr.tanal Services, 11s

Yisjtin2 Team

72

24pk $

•Weekly Bible Studies

506 w. 6th

(51·40) 0

eystone Reg. & light

•Soup and Sandwiches
• Fun and Fellow_ship
•Good News

Free movie and snacks
Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
''RESCUAERS DOWN
UNDER"

:

65

Free Sunday Supper: 4:45 p.m. every Sunda

Clown Ministry meeting
Sunday at 1 p.m.

r,

Football
Picks
by
Christian D
Orr

Reg. & 11ght

rJ?;:;:-u<: £;

407 Elm Street

Football
Picks

BEER

27(U 11,ill

This Is the last opportunity for you to
get your mug In next year's
Revel I le Yearbook . Don·t mess thls upll
Go to the
_
Front i er
_ _
Roorn of the
11 em Ori al Un (
ion before
4:30 p.m
·
today and you
can sti 11 get
your picture \..
..'..~ ,1} ~
1n the book .
----.., .,.~1,,r1
...__,
_____
_

the first pick, which i~ a good thing big victory against the Rams last
for the Buccaneers. because they week, but it won't happen again.
would probably just waste another
The Chiefs are playing at home
pick on another Vinny Testcvcrde.
wi&h the tomahawk going crazy.
~c only game I i;an see covering ·The Chiefs did lose last week. but
this week is, of course, God's team. they wc1n·t play Chief football. The
the Kansas City Chiefs, and the Chiefs will beat the Raiders. 21- 10,
Los Angeles Raiders.
and stay in the hunt for first place.
This game is one of the most
Well, ' til next week. stay safe,
important of the week, for both stay alive. and God bless the '
squads. The Raiders did pull out a Chiefs.

Men•Women•Children•Beginners•Advanced

Scfwo{ of tlie :Year 1990

11:a~m:,

'l{fztianal 13fucf('Belt League
. J{a[[ of1'am£

and&

pa.'.;:·. ·:
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No'i,~y

Learn from the quallfled-1 7 years of experience

·. IIA.88 ·.> •.

.lJN'IJl/ :

·NOV.1

625-7396

HELP WANTED
ADDRESSERS ·wANTEO

lfflmedletelyl No ~ f 1 C I •

neceaHry.

Proc.., · FHA
morttaoe rafwrida. Wso. Id

. ......0111......,-aDM.

Chief Instructor. Bob Leiker
4th degree
Black Belt

Earn good money and
npe,fenot by doing thil job right
hefl. Become daHlf~ ad
fflanaglf and , • • In the buc:b.
Fame d •uretr follaw. The

rat°'

dlClllclllup,ayau.AfJfll,fnowor
your ...

bl. IDlertor lhe

806 Maln

625-5245

Hays•Norton

